CPO: An Industry Perspective
South African CPOs are challenged with sustaining long-term growth in an increasingly tough macro-economic environment.
Energy & Resources and the Public Sector are the two industries that are most critical to the country’s economic recovery.
What are the concerns and priorities for CPOs in these sectors?

Globally, the number of CPOs
reporting worsening financial
prospects has increased - from one
in ten in 2013, to two in ten in
2014, to five in ten this year

The development of internal talent
remains a priority while still assessing
the viability of outsourcing

In SA, CPOs operating in the export
market are able to manage costs
by taking advantage of currency
adjustments/the weak Rand

Over 90 percent of CPOs
indicated they are not
embedded in risk management
within their organisation

More than a third of global
CPOs reported they had a digital
strategy aligned to the rest of their
organisation

Many local CPOs are also
looking at outsourcing for
strategic business activities

Outsourcing is proving more viable and successful – among the junior and
mid-sized mining houses

A third of CPOs worldwide
report that they have
leveraged falling commodity
prices to generate significant
savings over the last year

Energy &
Resources

For CPOs in the domestic/import
market, falling commodity prices are
resulting in a need for strong cash flow
management in the short term

Locally, there is an increasing
focus on risk management
(health & safety) with regard
to suppliers

Likewise in SA, these CPOs have
been actively adopting new digital
platforms, and are exploring
cloud computing and self-service
technologies

Public Sector
The majority of local CPOs
are focused on executing
capital expenditure
programmes

Less emphasis is being
placed on cost saving
mechanisms

The need to comply
with stringent regulatory
frameworks and combat
corruption are key
priorities for CPOs

These CPOs have fallen
behind the technology
curve, with older on-premise
technology still in place

However, there is a unique
opportunity to leapfrog
into the digital era by
adopting new digital
platforms and bypassing
legacy IT infrastructure

Unlike their global
counterparts, these CPOs
are concerned with a
widening skills gap

They are exploring private
sector partnerships, as
well as outsourcing and
co-sourcing models to
address the issue

